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I started writing this article in 2010. However, at that time I was unable to access the court records for 
the Boston Watch Company insolvency, because the carton containing them had been mislaid. I decided 
that, without these documents, I could not complete the article and I put it to one side. It was not until 
2018 that the documents were located. 
In 2018 Bob Frishman went to Boston and photographed a selection of the most important court 
documents and sent them to me in Australia. Ron Price joined him and provided me with some additional 
photographs. Without their work and advice this article would not have been written.

Conclusions
A new analysis of available evidence shows that, at the time of the bankruptcy in 1857, the Boston 
Watch Company (BWC), under Dennison, Howard and Davis, completed about 4,650 watches, and that 
movements with serial numbers up to 5220 were in various stages of manufacture.
About 456 BWC movements were finished and sold by Edward Howard at Roxbury, and 122 movements 
were finished by Royal Robbins at Waltham.
The BWC only achieved a rate of production of about 17 man-days per watch, not significantly different 
from the rate of production by previous artisanal methods.
A refinement of the payroll data for the American Watch Company (AWC), under Royal Robbins, clarifies 
but does not significantly alter the previous estimates of production rates, which dropped from about 17 
man-days to 5 man-days per watch by the end of 1858.
Consequently, there is no change to the previous conclusion (Watkins, 2009) that it was Robbins who 
successfully applied the American System of Manufacturing to watch making, and not Dennison.

Monetary Values
It is useful, to understand the situation of the BWC, to be able to compare the amounts in the 1850s with 
current values. For example, if a watch cost $30 in 1857, how much would it be worth in 2017, the latest 
date for which data is available? 
There are several ways in which this comparison can be made (Measuring Worth, 2019).
The most conservative is to use the consumer price index (CPI), in which case the watch would be worth 
about $869, using 2017 data.
However, a better comparison is to use the labour value, in which case the completely hand-made watch 
would be worth about $14,100 today. This is because the labour in making a watch is vastly larger 
than the cost of the materials and is probably about $28. The comparison used is the production worker 
compensation, recognising that watchmakers were skilled workers (Officer, 2011).
The difference between these two measures is, in part, due to changing expectations. The worker in 1857 
did not buy white-goods, cars, mobile phones, etc. that are now considered essential, and our expectations 
in other areas, such as housing, have also changed. Consequently wages were relatively much lower. 
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In addition we need to consider discretionary spending; in 1857 how much income was available to buy 
desirable, but unnecessary items after paying for the essentials of food, rent, heating, etc? For a skilled 
worker earning $1.50 per day (Watkins, 2009, page 65), the BWC watch cost about 3 weeks income, 
but there was little available money. A reasonable guess is that at most 10% of income was discretionary 
and so it would take about 8 months to earn the price of the watch.1 Clearly watches were luxury goods 
at that time.

A skilled worker at the Waltham factory earned about $450 per year and this translates into about 
$211,000 per year in 2017. 

In contrast, when Robbins took over, Dennison wanted between $4,000 and $5,000, about $1,880,000 
to $2,350,000 today, to act as the general superintendant of the AWC. But he and Robbins settled on 
$2,500, about $1,175,000 today (Watkins, 2009, page 37).

In addition, at that time labour was the main component of manufactured goods such as tools (and even 
buildings) and comparing wages is probably a better measure than other figures; it was not until later that 
sophisticated machinery changed the balance and reduced costs relative to wages.2 

Throughout the following, some comparisons are given using production worker compensation. 

BWC Insolvency

On Wednesday, 15th April 1857, the Suffolk County Court of Insolvency issued warrants to Samuel 
Curtis, David Davis, Edward Howard and Aaron Dennison as insolvent debtors. These warrants were to 
take possession of their real and personal estates both as individuals and as members of the BWC. 

The failure of the BWC was probably due to its failure to manufacture watches at a low enough price, 
which will be discussed later, but it was also undoubtedly due to the policy of Aaron Dennison.  Up to 
the eventual failure in April 1857, Dennison poured every cent he could raise into keeping the factory 
functioning and manufacturing watches. This single-minded approach included not making the regular 
payments on the mortgages held and loans advanced by the Waltham Improvement Company (Keith, 
1883, pages 23, 36). This continued until the WIC forced the Boston Watch Company into insolvency 
because of its failure to satisfy its mortgage obligations, and on March 3 1857 it took “peaceful” possession 
(Waltham Improvement Company, 1854-1864).

Indicative of Dennison’s policy is that Tracy (1886; see Marsh, 1889, page 15) notes that Dennison 
purchased gold cases from Tracy & Baker on account and promptly pawned them to a Boston bank for 
their gold content, thus raising cash to keep the factory running. In doing so he borrowed about $14,000 
against assets worth $8,000 ($6,570,000 against assets worth $3,760,000)! And it seems he did this 
for most of 1856-57. Together with the mortgages over the material and tools in the factory (discussed 
below), Dennison probably raised about $27,000 (about $12,700,000 today).

In 2002 Ron Price gained access to and examined the records of the Suffolk Court of Insolvency which 
included a large number of documents relating to the failure of the Boston Watch Company, and in his 
book he provides a summary of the documents which he examined (Price, 2005, pages 50-51). 

Unfortunately, the carton containing the original documents was mislaid. It formed part of the contents 
of a large warehouse holding more than 80,000 cartons and: 

The only way [the cartons] are searched for (identified by) is by a unique 7-digit number placed on the 
cartons when they were first deposited at the facility. Unfortunately, over time the stickers have dried 
and fallen off thereby making the carton unidentifiable to the staff. 3 

1 Based on working 25 days in a month, 6 days per week and allowing for 1 holiday; that is 300 days per year working. See 
https://eh.net/encyclopedia/hours-of-work-in-u-s-history/

2 There was some time-saving machinery in other industries, but very little in the type of watchmaking at the BWC.
3 Email from Elizabeth Bouvier, Head of Archives.
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Re-labelling the cartons took considerable time and it was not until about 2018 that the BWC carton was 
located. However it appears that some documents are still missing.
In June 2018, Bob Frishman and Ron Price were able to photograph the most important documents, a 
selection chosen by me and based on Ron Price’s list. 
The documents consist of documents issued to and received from the debtors and interested parties. 
However, there are no records or minutes of the court sessions, which is a serious problem. For convenience 
I will refer to the documents by my numbering system:

case number-document number-photograph number
There are four case numbers: 116, 117, 118 and 119 for the four debtors Samuel Curtis, David P. Davis, 
Edward Howard and Aaron L. Dennison respectively; this is the allocated number of the case in 1857. 
The document numbers are hand-written on the documents. The photograph number is the number of the 
photograph as taken by Bob Frishman and Ron Price, and these are usually in the obvious order for the 
pages. For example the warrant issued to Samuel Curtis is 116-002-01 and 116-002-02.
Most of the documents are foolscap in size and so difficult to photograph and reproduce.
There are a number of points to be made about the insolvency:
First, there is no case number for the BWC. That is, the BWC was not formally a company and was 
merely the trading name under which Curtis, Davis, Howard and Dennison made and sold watches. 
Consequently these four people were individually liable. The BWC is frequently mentioned and is the 
name in which many financial transactions occur, but it is a convenient and not legal name.
Second, some time before the insolvency case, Davis, Howard and Dennison handed over all the assets 
and liabilities of the BWC to Curtis. For example, on 29 October 1857 Dennison submitted an affidavit 
to the court in which he states:

I, A. L. Dennison Insolvent debtor in said proceedings being duly sworn say that more than six months 
previous to the petition being filed in said proceedings I sold out all my interest in the Boston Watch 
Co. to Samuel Curtis who agreed to pay and hold me harmless from all liabilities of or on account of 
said Company … (Document 119-028-02)

Why Curtis was made the fall-guy is not known. But the result is that all the assets and liabilities of the 
BWC were the responsibility of Curtis alone. 
Third, the involvement of the WIC is limited to a single entry stating that it was a creditor of Curtis 
for $6,000 (document 116-003-02); about $2,820,000 today. This was collateral and presumably the 
mortgages held over the buildings. After the WIC took over on 3 March 1857 it leased the factory to 
Charles Rice (document 116-153-07):

13 Did not the Waltham Improvement Company enter upon said Watch Factory and premises to 
foreclose a mortgage about March 1857…? Did you [Rice] not take a written lease of the same 
premises from said Waltham Improvement Company about the same time? 

The lease of the factory terminated on May 9 1857:
May 31: Watch Factory Estate: Seven days rent up to May 9th at which time the premises were sold: 
$12.04. (Waltham Improvement Company, page 39)

Rice
Document 116-153, dated 25 August 1857, consists of 12 pages of interrogatories (questions asked of 
Charles Rice on complaint of  Tracy Baker) to which is attached a copy of the inventory of stock in workmen’s 
hands (see Appendix 1).4 There are no answers, presumably because they were oral statements in a court 
session, but some yes/no answers are obvious. The inventory is the basis of the chattels mortgage held by 

4 The complaint is in the name of Tracy Baker because Royal Robbins purchased the BWC factory on behalf of Tracy Baker, 
and he was not directly a party to the case.
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Charles Rice (Tracy, 1886; see Marsh, 1889, page 15). When Edward Howard returned to Roxbury to 
manufacture watches, the early watches were signed Howard & Rice, thus confirming that whatever Rice 
removed from the factory was moved to Roxbury.
These interrogatories are the result of the fact that when Royal Robbins took over in May 1857 he 
purchased a nearly empty factory from which most, if not all, materials, tools and small machinery had 
been removed:

We found we had got the wooden buildings, but not much besides. Most of what little machinery there 
was and most of the stock in process which we thought we had bought, had been carried off the night 
before the sale, and the balance the night after ... (Robbins, 1883, page 2.)

Robbins, not surprisingly, was incensed and wanted the stock and watches handed back to him. After 
all, he had paid $8,500 for the real estate (and took over a mortgage of $7000 on it) and $33,000 for the 
contents of the factory (Price, 2005, page 9), and in today’s values he had paid about $15,500,000 for the 
contents that had been removed and $7,280,000 for the factory buildings. 
Keith (1883, page 35) states the amount for the contents was $35,000. Document 116-139, Jameson’s 
statement of account for the sale (document 116-139) gives $37,500 for both the real and personal 
estate, plus $491.90 from collections. This amount less expenses is confirmed by document 116-164, the 
distribution of dividends to creditors. Robbins himself said he paid “the price of $51,000, I believe, plus 
a mortgage of $7,500” (Marsh, 1921, page 12). The differences between these amounts have not yet been 
explained.
The purpose of the 23 interrogatories was to determine if Rice had a legal right to remove stock, materials 
and watches as described in the inventory. The questions are very complex and obscure because it was 
necessary to ensure that Rice answered correctly. For example, if he was asked “did you have a contract 
...?” then he might legitimately answer “no” because he had an agreement that, in his eyes, was not a 
contract. To illustrate this, one question was:

5 If you paid, lent or advanced money or other property, or notes or credit at any time, to said Howard 
Dennison or Curtis, or either of them, in connection with said Watch Company or otherwise, please 
state the time & amount of each and every such payment lending or advance, separately - what 
were the several considerations thereof, whether money, or other & what property, and how much of 
each - when such considerations were given - and how much was ever repaid you on the same by said 
Howard, Dennison and Curtis severally, & the exact times of such payments - Please state fully in 
order of time in a schedule & show which of the same are now due - State fully & particularly from 
the beginning down to the time of insolvency?

As suggested by this question, Rice’s involvement was much greater than the $7,510 in the inventory, 
and in the 29 April 1857 list of the creditors of Curtis (document 116-003) Rice was owed a total of 
$32,130.56 and at least $26,556 was owed by the BWC.5 The BWC debt would be $12,500,000 today.
Up until the insolvency Rice appears to have had a legal right to the materials and stock. However, 
the warrant of 15 April 1857 (document 116-002) authorises the Assignee (not named but presumably 
Jameson) to take possession of the assets of Curtis including the BWC. At this point Rice became a 
creditor and the 29 April 1857 list of the creditors of Curtis (document 116-003) states that he was owed 
$32,130; about $15,100,000 today. As a result, at the time of the sale of the factory, 9 May 1857, Rice 
should have had no legal claim to the contents of the factory. This is the significance of interrogatories 16 
to 20:

16 Did you not take or some one for you or by your orders from said Watch Factory between the time 
of said Curtis’ filing his petition in this case and the assignee’s sale of said factory premises materials 
stock etc. certain stock, materials tools and fixtures or some & which [when?] and which thereof? If 
so state the time or times of such taking, and particularly the items of such stock materials tools & 
fixtures - and …

5 Document 116-175 is an oath by Rice given on Sept 15 1857 stating he was owed $26,556.60. Attached to it are receipts 
from the BWC, amounting to $24,313.84, dated from 29 October 1856 to 6 April 1857.
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17 If any such stock materials tools or fixtures were taken by you as mentioned in the last interrogatory, 
where did you take them? Where are they now? Has the Assignee made any claim for them or any of 
them of you? Have you not bought the Assignee’s interest in them or some of them? If so when & what 
did you give the Assignee for them?

18 Did you give the Assignee three hundred dollars or some other & what sum for his interest in same 
property taken by you or by your order as mentioned in the last two interrogatories? What interest in 
what property did you purchase of the said Assignee therefor.

19 What relation to you are the Assignee Mr Jameson … Does not said Assignee have a desk and do 
business in the same office with you or in your office? …

20 Did not you … take property from said Watch Factory the night before the assignee’s sale aforesaid 
or within two or three days of said sale or soon after said sale? If so what property was so taken … Was 
it not watch movements from No 4891 to 4910 inclusive or some other and what number?

The amount supposedly given to the assignee might account for the $491.90 from collections at the sale 
of the factory.6 Clearly Robbins thought that there was corrupt collusion between Rice and Jameson. In 
addition, the interrogatories asked when Rice, Curtis and others were aware that the BWC was insolvent, 
suggesting that the finances were deliberately organised before the court case. But there is nothing in the 
court records to tell us the judge’s opinion of these points. 

Similarly, document 118-56, in the case of Edward Howard and dated 27 August 1857, consists of 11 
pages of interrogatories asked of Howard on complaint of Tracy Baker, to which is attached another copy 
of the inventory of stock in workmen’s hands. It is basically the same and focused on asking Howard 
about the removal of stock etc., but it also politely implies that Howard and Rice, who knew each other 
previously, had colluded. Some questions were:

14 Does said Rice hold any paper or other security received by him from you as collateral to his claims 
against said Curtis, yourself or Dennison? …

15 Did you give Mr Jameson your assignee collateral security for any of his claims against you Curtis 
or Dennison? … 

18 Did not said Rice or you … between the time of said Curtis’ or your petition in insolvency before 
this court and the delivery of the said factory or premises & stock, tools & fixtures by Mr Jameson the 
assignee to the purchaser after said assignee’s sale thereof, take away stock, materials, tools and fixtures 
…

When were such stock, materials, tools or fixtures taken and where are they now? Are they not, or some 
of them in your or Rice’s possession now? … Have not you and said Rice or said Rice alone, commenced 
watch manufacturing at what you call the old factory in Roxbury …? … And are not the said stock, 
materials, tools & fixtures there in said old factory or are the not intended therefore? Did the assignee 
make any claims for said stock materials tools or fixtures?

19 When did you first suspect that you & Curtis were insolvent?

The last question was also asked of Rice:

22 When did you [Rice] first suspect or believe that said Curtis, Howard and Dennison, respectively, 
were insolvent. State as to each respectively. (Document 116-153-11)

Questions 19 and 22 are interesting in the light of Dennison’s affidavit mentioned above, and the answer 
is likely to have been that they were aware that the BWC was insolvent in October 1856. Which would 
explain why Curtis was the fall-guy. 

6 This amount must refer to the watches mentioned in interrogatory 20. The value of the inventory was far greater; see 
Appendix 1.
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The Inventory
The inventory is given in Appendix 1. Unfortunately some entries in it are obscure, and we have not been 
able to interpret them. We can note the following:

(a) Prices. In the inventory, the prices of movements, cases and silver are in dollars. All other prices 
are in cents. The total value of the inventory is $7,510.49 after allowing a discount of 20% on 
the value of the movements; as the majority of the total value is labour, it is equivalent to about 
$1,490,000 today.

 Case data is inconsistent. Finished cases contained 2.5 ounces or $3.13 worth of silver and 
probably cost $7.40 for open face cases and $10 for hunter cases; $3,470 and $4,690 today 
respectively.

 A finished movement with 15 jewels is priced at $23, making a complete watch $30.40. Watches 
in silver cases were sold for $30 to $50 (see Waltham Sentinel, 1856), and the inventory value 
of $30.40 must be the cost of manufacture for a selling price of around $40 to $50 (between 
$18,800 and $23,500 today). 

 In contrast, a plain, 7 jewel, movement is priced at $20 and the complete watch about $27.40. 
Assuming these sold for $30, there was very little profit. The small difference in price compared 
with 15 jewel movements, only $3, reflects the fact that the only additional cost and time is in 
adding 8 jewels. This is about $1.00 for the jewels and so $2.00 labour. (Jewels in settings cost 
15 cents.)

(b) Movements. There are only 100 unfinished movements. The finished movements (with or 
without cases) are not listed because they were no longer stock in the workmen’s hands; they 
were probably stored in an office.  

(c) Frames. There are 1,170 frames. These presumably include all brass work: 2 plates with pillars, 
barrel bridge, balance cock, potence and third-wheel bridge. They may not have had the various 
holes drilled. It is reasonable to assume that the frames had serial numbers punched into them. 
That is, there was a total of 1,270 movements in different stages of manufacture.

(d) Excessive production. There are 9,136 escape-wheel pinions, including 136 mounted on escape 
wheels. At the rate of production up to 1857, this represents something like ten-years supply! 
However, there are only 1,984 escape wheels, 7,152 too few for the pinions but 814 too many 
for the number of frames.

 Even more ridiculous is that there are 10,548 third-wheel pinions, but only 288 third-wheels to 
mount on them. And there are 7,275 forks (levers), but only 870 pallets. (In these watches, like 
their English equivalents, the lever and pallets were two, separate pieces joined together by pins 
or screws.)

 An important question that cannot be answered is: How many of these parts were scrap? The 
inventory lists jewels “opened too large” which could not be used, and it is likely that there were 
other components which could not be used.

(e) Insufficient production. In order to convert the 1,170 frames into movements there needs to be 
equivalent numbers of all other components. However, there are only 288 third-wheels, 882 too 
few; and 870 minute wheels, 300 too few. Also, there are only 500 sets of screws.7 

 Consequently, it would be impossible to complete all of the new movements until these 
components were made. This is most important for imported parts which, unless already on the 
way from England, would take several weeks to obtain. The obvious problem is that there are no 
balance springs or mainsprings listed, but these imported parts might have been held in a store. 

7 There are about 29 screws in a 15-jewel movement. These screws are for: balance jewel settings, 5; four top-plate jewels 
in settings, 10; balance cock, 1; barrel bridge, 2; barrel dust cap, 3; pillars, 2; potence, 1; third-wheel bridge, 2; ratchet 
bridge, 2; and click, 1. See Price, 2005, pages 5 - 7.
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(f ) Dials. There are no dials listed. Consequently, none of the 1,270 movements and frames could 
be finished. Dials were apparently made locally, but it would take appreciable time to produce 
so many. 

 It is interesting to note that when Royal Robbins took over, Dennison was sent to England and, 
amongst other things, ordered 3,000 dials signed Tracy Baker & Co., none of which were used 
(Tracy, 1886; see Marsh, 1889, page 17). This might indicate that dials never were manufactured 
at Waltham, but it might show that the dial makers employed by the BWC were amongst the 
workers that Howard took with him back to Roxbury after the insolvency; I think the latter is 
more likely.

There is one important conclusion from the above. It is clear that Dennison’s approach to manufacturing 
was irrational and he had no understanding of quantity control, the production of matching numbers of 
components. It is not excessive to say that Dennison was incompetent.

The Cost of a Watch

Appendix 3 estimates the cost of manufacturing a watch based on the inventory and explains that cost. 
The majority of this is labour and a complete watch, including case, required about 17 man-days. These 
estimates fit quite well with my estimate that movements took about 15 man-days to manufacture 
(Watkins, 2009, pages 56-61).

Cook
The most surprising piece of evidence was totally unexpected. When I visited the Baker Library of the 
Harvard Business School in June 2010 I examined the WIC cash book (Waltham Improvement Company, 
1854) in which I found that William J Cook held a mortgage over the machinery and tools in the BWC 
factory. My surprise was magnified by the fact that Charles Moore (1945) makes no mention of these 
entries. Further, at that time William Keith was in charge of the WIC, but he does not mention either 
Cook or Rice by name (Keith, 1883). 

The WIC cash book recorded transactions day by day. The left hand pages are debits, money received, and 
the right hand pages are credits, money paid out. The format of entries is:

(a) Date of transaction.

(b) Account name of the account in the balance sheet or profit and loss statement to which the 
amount is allocated.

(c) Transaction description.

(d) Amount.

(e) Number; the purpose is unknown but it is possibly the number of the account in the balance 
sheet or profit and loss statement.

Before looking at the WIC cash book, one other piece of evidence needs to be given; it is from Keith 
(1883, page 32): 

(1) February 24, 1857: Information was given them from the Waltham Bank of the non-payment of 
notes of the Boston Watch Company due January 9/12th for $2000 - also, one due February 13/16 
for $2000 - both guaranteed by the Waltham Improvement Company, with request of payment of the 
same. Another like note for $2000 would be due in March 2/7. 

 These three 1856 promissory notes were given by the BWC to the Waltham Bank in exchange 
for $6,000. I believe that they were payable in four month’s time and are the notes that were 
bought by Cook in entry (5) below. The form of the WIC guarantee is not stated, but it was 
probably a promise or annotations on the notes.
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The following are the relevant entries in the WIC cash book, to which comments have been added. The 
text in italic are quotes from the cash book. Unfortunately the entries are vague, not clearly specifying the 
promissory notes involved, but my interpretation is probably correct.

(2) March 3, 1857: By Watch Factory Estate: Paid ... as witnesses to taking possession. $0.34. (About 
$160 today.)

 The WIC also took possession of the “Boarding House Estate” and “Double Cottage Estate.” 
Although it held mortgages on the estate, it had no rights to the contents of the buildings.

(3) March 10, 1857: By Boston Watch Co: Paid Waltham Bank for expenses of protest on notes and back 
interest and discounts and exchange on our notes. $177.24. 

 These must be the notes, now protested, mentioned by Keith in entry (1) above. When a 
promissory note has been dishonoured by non-acceptance or non-payment, the holder may get 
the dishonour noted and certified by a notary public. Such certificate is called a protest, and it 
allows the holder to legally force payment from the assets of the issuer.

 The meaning of exchange on our notes is not clear. It is likely that the WIC gave or promised new 
notes to the Waltham Bank in exchange for the protested notes, but these were not accounted 
for until April 15; see entry 8 below. Presumably the protested notes were now annotated as 
issued by the BWC to the WIC and given by the bank to the WIC.

(4) March 28, 1857: By Boston Watch Co: Paid sundry small expenses in taking possession of machinery. 
$3.88.

 Between March 10 and March 28 the WIC took possession of the machinery and tools in the 
factory by its rights under the protested notes that it now held, as specified in entry (5).

(5) April 9, 1857: To Bills Receivable: For the payment by the hand of Wm J. Cook of Boston of three 
notes as follows, viz one dated Sept 9th 1856 one dated Oct 13th 1856 and one dated Nov 3rd 1856 
given by Curtis, Howard and Dennison for $2000 each, which were acknowledged by us upon the 
back as being held as collateral with a mortgage of machinery & tools at the Watch Factory. Which 
mortgage has this day been assigned to said Cook, and the three notes so held, were surrendered to said 
Howard. The three protested notes, the payment of which we had guaranteed to the Waltham Bank 
and paid by us, were surrendered with the mortgage to said Cook. $6000.

 This transaction is obscure and it only makes sense if there is an error in it. 

 First, at this point of time there are six promissory notes, the three protested notes for $6,000 
that are now given by the BWC to the WIC, and three notes for $6,000 given by the WIC to the 
Waltham bank in exchange for the protested notes; again see entry (8) below. That is, the WIC 
was owed $6,000 by the BWC and the WIC owed $6,000 to the Waltham Bank.

 Second, the mortgage on machinery and tools was transferred to Cook for $6,000 and he 
provided notes or cash for it.

 Third, although the protested notes had now been “paid” by Cook and his mortgage, they were 
assigned to Cook, presumably as proof of his mortgage.

 Fourth, the statement that the three notes so held, were surrendered to said Howard cannot be 
explained. The only notes mentioned are the protested notes and they could not be given 
simultaneously to Cook and Howard. As the notes had been “paid” it seems that it be more 
sensible to return them to the BWC than to give them to Cook.

(6) April 11, 1857: By Boston Watch Co: Paid J Rutter for drawing assignments of Mortgage to Cook 
$1.00.

(7) April 15, 1857: By Boston Watch Co: Paid expenses of rail ticket to settle with Wm J Cook $0.60.
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(8) April 15, 1857: By bills payable: Paid notes to Waltham Bank given on a/c of our guarantee of notes 
of Boston Watch Co as follows viz: the date Jany 12 1857 due May 12/15 for $2000, and two for 
$2000 ea dated Mch 9th 1857 and due July 9/12 payable at Suffolk Bank Boston $6000.

 These must be the notes mentioned above at entries (3) and (5) above; note that they are dated 
before those transactions. This transaction transfers $6,000 from the WIC to the Waltham Bank 
to pay these notes, using the money provided by Cook.

(9) April 15, 1857: To Boston Watch Co: For interest returned on the surrender to us of our three notes 
by the Waltham Bank before they become due.” $68.

 The three notes earned interest from their dates until they were paid. As they were not due until 
May and June, the Waltham Bank refunded some of this interest. 

(10) April 15, 1857: To Boston Watch Co: For the amount of expenses which we paid on account of the 
mortgage of machinery and tools which sum was received of Wm J. Cook of Boston.” $234.72. 

 At this point the transfer of the mortgage on machinery and tools was completed.
On 15 April, 1857 the members of the BWC went before the Suffolk County Court of Insolvency and 
became insolvent. The WIC was probably not aware of this until the next day, 16 April, when Jameson 
advertised the insolvency in newspapers (Price, 2005, page 8). 
Finally, on 29 April, 1857 the WIC became a creditor of Samuel Curtis for $6,000 secured by collateral 
(document 116-003-02) As this cannot be related to the mortgage on machinery and tools, presumably 
it was for part or all of the mortgages on the real estate.
These entries appear to answer one question, why the inventory of February 2 1857 only covers materials. 
It seems Charles Rice did not have a mortgage on the tools and machinery, and he only removed materials 
from the factory to take back to Roxbury.  
But there are two unanswered questions: Who was William J. Cook? And what happened to the tools and 
machinery? I was unable to find out who Cook was, and I don’t know if he was acting independently or 
on behalf of Rice or someone else.  
The interrogatories add a little additional information: 

19 What relation to you [Rice] are the Assignee Mr Jameson and William J. Cook? Does not said 
Assignee have a desk and do business in the same office with you or in your office? What is said Cook’s 
business? Where does said Jameson reside? (Document 116-153-10)

Again, there is an indirect suggestion that Rice, Jameson, and probably Cook corruptly colluded.
William Cook was also listed as a creditor of Curtis for $7,000 secured by collateral (document 116-003-
02) and this amount is not explained anywhere. In the distribution of dividends from the proceeds of 
the sale on 15 September 1857 (document 116-164) Cook is not mentioned. However, it appears that 
half of the last page of this document is missing and Cook might have been mentioned there. Jameson 
distributed $14,935.50 and document 116-164 adds up to $13,806.32; that is, $1,129.18 less than the 
total. However, Cook would have received $1,400 from the distribution and, allowing for the other 
missing entries, it is insufficient.8 
The most likely explanation is that Cook was acting for, or transferred his mortgage to Rice or Howard; 
this is necessary to fit with the generally accepted view that Rice had a “chattel mortgage on all the material, 
tools, machinery, etc. in the watch factory.” (Tracy, 1886, in Marsh, 1889, page 15). Unfortunately it is 
not possible to isolate the value of Rice’s mortgage because only the total amount he contributed to the 
BWC, $25,605.56, is known; document 116-003-02. 
The only thing we know is that Cook mysteriously disappeared, just as he had mysteriously appeared.

8 I have created a data base of the documents that gives this total. However, there are many inconsistencies, both in names 
and amounts, between the lists of creditors and the dividends, and often the same name appears with different amounts. 
I think it is impossible to accurately describe the creditors, the amounts they were owed, and the dividends they received.  
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BWC Production
Estimating BWC production must be done indirectly because there are no company records. However, 
we do have the February inventory and information about watches completed by Robbins and Howard. 
These allow us to form a possible picture of production.

Two points must be made before examining the evidence. 

First, large scale watch manufacture is based on sequential production. When made, the structural 
components, the frames, are stamped with a serial number. And throughout the process each numbered 
movement was kept separate from others to ensure all parts were correctly matched. 

Normally the movements were manufactured in order of serial number and they progressed through the 
factory in sequence, in small batches usually of 10 movements.9 Occurrences of out-of-order finishing do 
happen, but these usually concern special or very high quality watches. Sometimes these were started, but 
put on hold until there was sufficient demand to warrant finishing them. Or sometimes they were never 
finished as the particular model was no longer viable.

All the movements manufactured by the BWC are of the same type, simple full-plate movements with 
7 or 15 jewels. (Some watches were made with a 16th jewel on the center-wheel arbor, but most had 
the standard 15 jewels.) Although Hawkins (1983, pages 22-24) has discrepancies and errors, it appears 
that the BWC manufactured watches in batches of 10, with batches of 7 and 15 jewel movements 
intermingled. Consequently, there is no reason why movements would be manufactured out-of-order 
and we can assume watches with lower serial numbers were completed before watches with higher serial 
numbers. Because the frames had serial numbers stamped on them, it is likely that the inventory counted 
them correctly. 

Second, unless some changes were made, movements started by the BWC and finished by the BWC must 
be indistinguishable from movements started by the BWC and finished by someone else. Thus, the only 
way we know that some movements were finished by the AWC is from Tracy Baker (1857b) and Hawkins 
(1983); without this information we would be unable to tell who finished the movements.

We know without doubt that some BWC movements were finished by the AWC. The Tracy Baker & 
Co. sales records for June 1857 to December 1858 (Tracy Baker, 1857b), which provided the data for 
Hawkins (1983), show that Tracy Baker & Co. sold, on behalf of Royal Robbins, watches with serial 
numbers 4081 to 4199 inclusive, and 4223. In addition, in September 1857 watch 4219 was sold, but 
this is not listed by Hawkins. Of these watches, 65 had 7 jewels and 55 had 15/16 jewels. 

That these were not complete, finished watches when Robbins acquired them is clear from two points. 

First, Tracy Baker (1857a, page 3) lists with no date (but probably May 21) “Expense for material and 
work not finished $2,359.82”, and the only available “work not finished” would have to come from the 
factory or stock removed by Charles Rice. This is confirmed by Tracy (1886; see Marsh, 1889, page 16): 

Rice had taken all, or nearly all of the stock in the factory. This left from twelve to twenty finished 
movements, material, silver, and sundry articles in the silver case department, which items we 
purchased for $2,500 to $3,000 ... however, all of the finished movements were spirited away by 
whom we do not know, although we had strong suspicions. 

Hawkins (1983, first page) states “Mr. Robbins started legal action against Mr. Rice and Mr. Howard. The 
suit was settled by the return of some of the material.” And, in contrast, Hackett (1962, page 10) writes 
“Rice started negotiations with Robbins to resell the movable goods to him but the deal fell through when 
they could not agree on a price”. Either way, the indications are that Rice sold part of the materials. If 
Robbins had to pay about $16 each for the movements that the AWC finished and sold, then they cost 
$1,952 and he bought about $408 in other stock, including cases and silver. 

9 The AWC used batches of 10; see American Watch Company, (c1900) in Appendix 2. Although some entries have groups 
of 100, this number is much too large to be a single batch.
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Second, if these had been complete watches we can be sure Robbins would have sold them immediately to 
raise cash for the watch company. Indeed, all 29 that were completed in June 1857 were sold to Robbins 
& Appleton; that is, Robbins purchased them himself as a means of transferring cash. (Throughout 
1857 Robbins was pumping money into the fledgling company to keep it running. Clearly this would 
have been better rather than by borrowing from elsewhere.) But the rest of these movements, with a 
few exceptions, were sold between July and September, a delay which can only be explained if they were 
bought unfinished and required varying amounts of additional work. This view is also supported by the 
fact that Robbins purchased 660 ounces of coin silver to make cases in May and June 1857. 
There are two separate issues regarding the BWC material which Rice and Howard took back to Roxbury. 
First, there are no records relating to Edward Howard which are equivalent to the Tracy Baker & Co. sales 
records. That is, except for the movements discussed below, we do not know if Howard finished and sold 
BWC movements with serial numbers less than 5000. Such movements would have no features which 
would distinguish them from any other BWC movements, and there is no way of telling if a particular 
movement was finished at Waltham or at Roxbury, let alone who sold it. Price (2005, page 9) states that 
Howard completed about 500 watches. 
Second, there is some evidence which suggests the Boston Watch Company actually started movements 
with serial numbers greater than 5000 and that these were finished by Howard.
Ron Price (Price, 2005, pages 48-49) notes that some Howard & Rice movements with serial numbers 
within the range 6000 to 6500 have different numbers under the top plate, and most of these are in the 
range 14927 to 15217; there are also some movements with only 2 digits under the top plate. As many 
of these are signed “Boston Watch Company” he sensibly suggests that these numbers are original Boston 
Watch Company serial numbers prefixed by “1”; that is, BWC movements in the range 4927 to 5217. 
These Howard & Rice movements have escapements with vertical pallets on the levers, a style never used 
by the Boston Watch Company. So there can be little doubt that they were unfinished when Howard & 
Rice acquired them. 
As watches with serial numbers 4081 to 4199 were finished by the AWC, and as it is likely that movements 
were made in order of serial numbers, this necessarily implies that the movements with serial numbers 
4200 to 5220 were also started. This large stock of unfinished movements at the time of the inventory 
is possible, because there were 1,170 frames in the inventory and there are 1,140 movements with serial 
numbers 4081 to 5220.
We need to distinguish between the status at the time of the inventory on 2 February and the status at 
the time of the sale on 9 May:

(a) There are about 82 work days in the period from the inventory in February and the sale in May. 
Assuming the BWC produced movements up until the day before the sale, and assuming 60 
workers finishing movements at 10 man-days each (see Appendix 3), about 492 could have been 
finished in this time, leaving 578 unfinished frames.10 

 I am assuming no more frames or parts were made, and all workers were employed finishing 
movements. This is credible, because Dennison employed skilled artisans (Watkins, 2009, pages 
33-34) and there would be few, if any, unskilled or semi-skilled workers unable to do this type 
of work.

 That is, if the maximum serial number on the frames was 5220 (from the movements that 
Howard finished), then the maximum serial number of the 492 finished watches must have been 
4642; that is, 5220 - 578. 

(b) As mentioned above, 122 movements were finished by the AWC; Hawkins (1983) and Tracy 
Baker (1857b). The first sales in June 1857 consisted of 29 movements without cases sold to 
Robbins & Appleton in two batches (Tracy Baker, 1857b page 3). (It appears that the days in 

10 Document 116-003, the list of creditors of Curtis, includes 61 people who were owed wages. This includes NB Sherwood 
and NP Stratton and so there were about 59 workers in the factory at the time of the insolvency.
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the month are not given. The numbers in the margins of the Tracy Baker cash book are probably 
not dates, as is confirmed by page 11 where 11 occurs after 12 and there is the number 38 at the 
foot of the page.) As it took more than one month to finish the 29 BWC movements, at one per 
day and 10 man-days each, about 10 workers would be needed. 

 Howard and Rice took 15 workers to Boston (Price, 2005, page 9), leaving about 45. But as 
soon as the AWC took over the factory it expanded the work force to about 90 (see page 14) 
and started work on the new movement, the Model 57, the first of which were produced in July 
1857 (American Watch Company, c1900, page 1, Appendix 2). 

 However, now we have a serious problem! Why were the ordinary movements with serial 
numbers 4081-4199 unfinished when ordinary movements with serial numbers up to 4642 were 
finished? Surely this is impossible if the factory processed movements in order in small batches? 
There is no explanation.

 In May there were an additional 122 hidden, unfinished movements. That is, there were frames 
numbered 4081-4199 (+3) and frames numbered 4765-5220 making up the 578 frames that 
were unfinished. And consequently the last finished movement would have been number 
4764 and Howard finished numbers 4765 to 5220, 456 movements. This agrees with Price’s 
assessment.

(c) As mentioned above, Tracy (Marsh, 1889, page 16) stated that “... This left from twelve to 
twenty finished movements ... however, all of the finished movements were spirited away.” 
And the interrogatories specifically mention finished movements numbered 4891 to 4910 
(document 116-153-11, repeated in document 118-056-11). This implies that, at the time of 
the sale in May, the BWC had finished an additional 146 movements, about one month’s worth 
of production, and Howard and Rice only finished 310 movements. However, as with the AWC 
movements, these 20 movements might have been finished out of sequence and they could be 
misleading.

In my previous assessment of BWC production (Watkins, 2009, pages 56-61) I based my calculations 
on the assumption that the BWC completed 4,800 watches in 1,300 days from 1853 to the beginning 
of 1857. The above analysis suggests that the BWC made more than 4,650 movements and my previous 
estimates are not contradicted; that is, the BWC made watches at a rate of about 17 man-days per watch. 
Even if the BWC completed 4,910 movements this would not significantly alter this estimate.

AWC Production 1857-58
My examination of production at the American Watch Company is given in detail in Watkins (2009, 
Appendix D, pages 62-69). That analysis was based on payroll figures provided by Moore (1945, page 314-
315) which were used to estimate the number of workers and hence the number of man-days per watch. 
While in Boston I examined the source book for this data (Tracy Baker, 1857a) and then compared it with 
Moore’s data. Despite Moore’s vague disclaimer that “payroll does not necessarily indicate employment 
for the month since payments were sometimes curtailed” his data is misleading and contains a number of 
important errors: 

(a) Moore states that the payroll in May 1857 was $822.90; this payment was made on Saturday 
May 23. However, there was also a payroll payment of $619.54 on Saturday May 30 which 
Moore has omitted. So the total payroll for May was $1,442.44.

(b) Likewise, Moore gives the payroll for October 1857 as $417 when it was, in fact, $1,886.70.
(c) In many months there are a number of small payments in addition to the main payroll payments. 

In general, Moore has omitted these, although there is no justification for doing so. Some of 
these payments are, in fact, important; for example the payment of $44.95 on August 4 1857 
represents a significant amount of work when it is remembered that wages were around $1 per 
day.
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(d) By simply presenting amounts in the months in which they were paid has produced misleading 
data. For example, Moore states the payroll in June 1858 was $6,171 and zero in the following 
month, and both figures are inexplicable (Watkins, 2009, page 63) unless the dates of payment 
are analysed.

(e) In addition to the payroll for “hands”, there are payments to specific individuals. Moore notes 
one of these in his table of May 1857 expenses: “May 23 Merchandise Pd. Lynch for jewels 
$8.58”. There are many other such payments to Dennison, Stratton, C. Dunot, Louis Felix, 
C. Prenot, John Webb, Bartlett, Lynch, Campbell, Whiting and possibly others. Clearly these 
people were not “hands”, but the roles of most are unknown to me.

The most difficult and important of these problems is (d) above. From Tracy Baker (1857a) it is apparent 
that workers were paid weekly on Saturdays, and this is true for nearly all major payments to the end 
of November 1857. But after that date, pay days become erratic, the date commonly slipping into the 
next week, but this probably indicates that Robbins had cash flow problems rather than a change in the 
payment regime. 
The obvious problem occurs with June and July 1858, but examination of the pay dates explains these 
two figures, In fact, $2,400.31 was paid out on 1 June and obviously belongs to the May payroll, leaving 
a credible $3,770.44 for June. Similarly, $3,183.66 was paid out on 3 August and most or all has to be 
accounted for in July. 
Simply moving $2,400.31 to May creates the same type of problem for that month. But $1,169.84 paid 
out on 4 May should be allocated to April. And so on.
Strictly speaking, because payroll payments were weekly, allocation to months should be done by splitting 
some payments between months. Although this is possible for 1857, payments in 1858 were erratic and it 
is not possible to be sure to which weeks they actually refer. This, and the fact that estimating the number 
of workers from the payroll is only approximate, makes a detailed analysis both very difficult and probably 
unnecessary. So I have simply re-allocated payments to the previous months, giving an adequate picture 
of activity.
The significance of the smaller payroll payments is not known, so they have been included in the same 
way. The resulting values are given under the head “Tracy 
Baker” in the table opposite together with Moore’s original 
figures.
The final transactions in Tracy Baker (1857a) are for 
$3507 on 4 September (allocated to August) and $26 on 6 
September. At this point “Tracy and Baker ... abandoned 
all the capital, some $15,000, they had put into the 
venture, and in fact, abandoned by agreement the whole 
enterprise to me ...” (Robbins, 1883) and so the accounts 
stopped. Because of lack of time, I could not find payroll 
information for September to December 1858 elsewhere. 
Previously (Watkins 2009, page 62) I had guessed payrolls 
of $3,500 for October to December, but the new figure of 
$3,800 is probably more realistic.
The final column gives the adjusted payroll figures, 
equivalent full time payrolls, as explained in Watkins 
(2009, pages 62-65):

(a) The May 1857 figure is for 21 days from 9 May 
and the Tracy Baker figure ($1,442) has been 
multiplied by 30/21 to give the equivalent full-time 
payroll.

Payroll 1857-1858 ($)
Month Moore Tracy Baker Adjusted
5/57 823 1,442 2,060
6/57 Not given 3,103 3,103
7/57 2,575 2,827 2,827
8/57 3,728 3,087 3,087
9/57 3,190 3,202 3,202
10/57 417 1,887 1,887
11/57 1,316 1,349 1,754
12/57 2,713 3,343 3,343
1/58 2,552 2,756 2,756
2/58 2,257 2,548 2,548
3/58 3,499 4,022 4,022
4/58 2,817 4,488 4,488
5/58 3.570 4,999 4,999
6/58 6,171 3,770 3,770
7/58 0 3,184 3,184
8/58 3,183 3,783 3,783
9/58 3,506 3,800 3,800
10/58 Not given 3,800 3,800
11/58 Not given 3,800 3,800
12/58 Not given 3,800 3,800
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(b) Estimating the October 1857 equivalent full-time payroll depends on the choice of hourly rates 
of pay (Watkins, 2009, pages 64-65) and so it is not included.

(c) The November 1857 figure has been adjusted by 104/80 as before.
The following three graphs update the corresponding graphs in Watkins (2009) to take account of the 
new payroll data. 
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The most important graph is the cumulative average man-days per watch, which estimates the productivity 
of the AWC. This takes into account the variations in the numbers of workers, and smooths production 
that varies month by month. 
The following graph is based on modified data and is probably a better representation of production:

First, the payroll does not take into account special employees, such as Dennison and the mechanics. If 
they were included in the payroll, then the payroll of the workers should be about $400 per month less 
(Dennison received about $200 per month).
Second, the original calculations were based on 17.5% skilled and 82.5% unskilled workers. This seems 
to be too low, certainly for the initial months.
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The graph above reduces the payrolls by $400 per month and doubles the number of skilled workers to 
35% of the work-force. Both of these reduce the work-force and consequently reduce the man-days per 
watch. However, the effect of these changes is minimal and much larger reductions (or additions) would 
be required to change productivity significantly. Most importantly, the final rate only reduces by about 1 
man-day to about 4 man-days per watch. 
Because production and the payroll are fixed, the only way to increase man-days per watch, making it 
closer to the BWC’s production, is to assume that there were no skilled workers, so every worker was paid 
$1 per day, and use the full payrolls. But this only increases the man-days to about 7.5 and the large gap 
between the production of the two companies remains.
Consequently, the conclusions I have made remain the same.

Potatoes
As I have written, the AWC workforce was based on a shift from skilled to unskilled labour (Watkins, 2009, 
page 41). Certainly some artisanal watchmakers were needed, but the development of more sophisticated 
machinery led to employing cheaper labour to use it:

Under Robbins ... workers from old New England families were given preference when new jobs 
were filled ... A considerable number of the factory hands were unskilled workers, many of them 
young women who lived at home ... The remainder were largely skilled craftsmen ... Since Waltham 
was a small town of about 6,000 population, it is probable that many workers were drawn from the 
surrounding farms. (Moore, 1945, page 31)

This shift was probably one of necessity.
First, trained watchmakers were in short supply. 
From the 1850 US census (US Census, 1850, section 1850a-12), the population of the US was 21,191,875, 
of which there were 1,181 clockmakers and 2,901 watchmakers.11 That is, there was one watchmaker for 
every 7,305 people, and less than 0.014% of the population were watchmakers. Of these, 59 clockmakers 
and 213 watchmakers lived in Massachusetts. 
From the 1860 US census (US Census, 1860, section 1860a-19), the population of the US was 31,443,321, 
of which there were 1,157 clockmakers and 4,538 watchmakers. That is, there was one watchmaker for 
every 6,929 people, and less than 0.015% of the population were watchmakers. Of these, 74 clockmakers 
and 417 watchmakers lived in Massachusetts. 
It would be much better if these people had the correct titles of clock-repairer and watch-repairer, because 
there is no doubt that they were fully occupied in selling and servicing, and they probably had never made 
a clock or a watch; except perhaps for Massachusetts in 1860 where some of the 417 watchmakers would 
have worked at the AWC.
This lack of available artisans is supported by the fact that, after the sale to Robbins in 1857, Dennison 
went to England to recruit craftsmen; but he failed because there was no incentive for artisans to emigrate 
(Watkins, 2009, page 34). 
So to some extent the switch to unskilled labour was forced on Robbins, and the most likely source of 
these unskilled workers was Irish immigrants.
During the great famine caused by the repetitive failure of the potato crop, from 1841 to about 1851, the 
population of Ireland dropped by about 2 million people, and it has been estimated that of these about 1 
million died of starvation and disease and 1 million emigrated, the majority to America (Ireland, 2018, 
Demographics). And the Irish population continued to fall until it had halved when compared to the 
pre-famine population. 
In addition: 

11 Including 837 clockmakers in Connecticut employed in clockmaking factories. 
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Unlike the pre-famine exodus, which was mainly the better-off peasants, these were mostly the poorer 
people in Ireland. (Ireland, 2018, The Winter of 1846 to 1847)

And:
In Ireland almost half of the population lived on farms that produced little income. ... Over two million 
Irish eventually moved to the United States seeking relief from their desolated country. Impoverished, 
the Irish could not buy property. Instead, they congregated in the cities where they landed, almost all 
in the northeastern United States. 
In the decade from 1845 to 1855, more than a million Germans fled to the United States to escape 
economic hardship. They sought to escape the political unrest caused by riots, rebellion and eventually 
a revolution in 1848. ... Unlike the Irish, many Germans had enough money to journey to the 
Midwest in search of farmland and work. (US History, 2018) 

The 1850 and 1860 censuses of the United States provide a little more information:
(a) In 1850 (US Census, 1850, section  1850a-12) immigrant occupations are given for only three 

years: 1845, 1847 and 1852. Over 36% of immigrants were farmers and labourers, and there 
was only one watchmaker and no clockmakers. And about 50% of immigrants were unknown, 
mostly female. That is, about 86% of immigrants were unskilled. In addition, about 7.9% of 
immigrants were mechanics, but I have not found a definition of what these people did.

(b) In 1850 (US Census, 1850, section 1850c-05) day labourers in Massachusetts earned $1.09 
without board, confirming estimates used in Watkins (2009). It is interesting to note that the 
AWC did not give a higher wage as an incentive to attract workers; it didn’t need to.

(c) Of the occupations for immigrants arriving between 1851 and 1860 (US Census, 1860, section 
1860c-02), over 32% were farmers and labourers, and 54% were not stated but presumably 
mostly women. Mechanics accounted for about 6.3%.

(d) With regard to Massachusetts, in 1860 78.87% of the population was born in the US, 15.07% 
were immigrants from Ireland, and only 6.06% were from elsewhere (US Census, 1860, section 
1860a-02). However, the populations of main cities, Boston, Cambridge and Lowell, were 
25.9%, 17.5% and 25.7% Irish born; that is 45,991, 4,558 and 9,460 persons respectively.  

In 1860 Waltham had a population of 6,397 (US Census, 1860, section 1860a-19). It is obvious that there 
was a glut of unskilled immigrants in Massachusetts needing employment and, unlike skilled workers, the 
AWC would have had no trouble getting suitable people and training them.
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Appendix 1: BWC, Inventory of Stock in Workmen’s hands 
February 2nd 1857

There are two copies of this inventory; one attached to document 116-153 and one attached to document 
118-056. 
The following tables are not transcripts of the inventory. Instead I have changed the layout and the wording 
to make the information more readable. Question marks indicate text for which the interpretation is 
dubious. The text in italics are my comments.
The per item values are dollars in the first and third tables and cents in the second table. There are some 
errors in amounts that have not been corrected.

No. Type State Unit cost $ Total cost $
30 Movements 4 pairs ready to gild lacking dials say 7/8 done $201/8 603.50
30 Movements 4 pairs with all materials selected except dials 3/4 done 171/4 517.50
30 Movements 4 pairs less balance jewels & dials say 5/8 done 143/8 423.50
10 Movements Plain less balances & dials say 1/2 done 10 100.00

1644.50
Less 20 per cent 328.90

1315.60
620 Frames 4 pairs, job?  30, stock 8, ex 4 0.42 260.40
150 Frames Plain, job? 30, stock 8, ex 4 0.42 63.00
400 Frames 4 pairs 3/4 done 0.28 112.00

No. Part and state Unit cost ¢ Total cost $

850 3rd pinions $0.25 212.50
850 4th pinions 25 212.50

1000 5th (escape) pinions 25 250.00
1325 Balance arbors 25 331.25
1187 2nd (center) pinions 371/2 445.12
600 Cannon pinions (1/2 done) 121/2 75.00
200 2nd (center) pinions with wheels staked on 50 100.00

1650 Barrels 10 165.00
275 Finished ratchets 4 11.00
10 Barrels 10 1.00
51 2nd (center) wheels 50 25.50

670 Minute wheels 6 40.20
2950 Hour wheels 6 177.00
131 Dozen second hands gold? - silver? 25 32.75

3162 Pair gold hands 6 189.72
675 Balance spring collets 3 20.25
320 Pallets finished 75 240.00
176 Pallets 1/2 finished 371/2 66.00
225 Forks finished 5 11.25
200 Forks 3/4 finished 4 8.00

2500 Forks 1/4 finished 1 25.00
4300 Forks some work done 10.00

47 Pairs? jewels 3/4 finished 30.00
550 Jewels ready to set 8.25
204 Rollers finished (Also described as balances) 14 28.56
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No. Part and state Unit cost ¢ Total cost $

228 Rollers 2/3 finished (Also described as balances) 10 22.80
292 Rollers 1/3 finished (Also described as balances) 5 14.60
337 Regulators finished 14 47.18
500 Regulators broached 5.00
700 Hair spring studs drilled 7.00

1400 Clicks drilled 10.00
350 Clicks 1/2 done 7.00
427 Click springs drilled 3.00

1087? Ratchets filed 5.00
55 Caps? 2/3 done 1.54

587 Pallet arbors 25 146.75
700 Pallet arbors 2/3 done 1/? (162/3) 116.66
464 Rollers with pins 19 88.16
241 Rollers without pins 14 33.74
56 Balances with arbors 50 28.00
57 Balances without arbors 1/? (162/3) 9.50

198 3rd wheels with pinions 371/2 74.25
141 4th wheels with pinions 371/2 58.87
136 5th (escape) wheels with pinions 371/2 51.00
416 5th (escape) wheels gilt without pinions 6 24.96

1432 5th (escape) wheels not gilt without pinions 3 42.96
61/10 Gro? watch glasses 2.50 16.47

100 Finished balances 1/? (162/3) 16.66
300 Balances 1/2 done 6 25.00
500 Set screws 2/3 done (162/3) 83.33
300 3rd upper jewels opened & set 15 45.00
87 3rd upper jewels opened too large 6 5.22

633 4th upper jewels opened & set 15 94.95
144 5th (escape) upper jewels opened & set 15 21.60
357 5th (escape) upper jewels opened too large 6 21.42
31 Cock and potence (balance) jewels 121/2 3.87
97 Cock and potence jewels (balance) opened large 6 5.82

770 Bar jewels in settings 10 77.00
124 Bar jewels opened too large 6 7.44
950 Jewel (roller) pins 4 38.00

Jewel holes not opened say 500 8 40.00
1650 2nd (center) pinions cut off 16.50
3200 3rd pinions cut off 1/2 16.00
3106 4th pinions cut off 1/2 15.53
8000 5th (escape) pinions cut off 1/2 40.00
3634 Cannon pinions cut off 1/2 18.17
2500 Minutes pinions cut off 1/2 12.50
3300 2nd (center) pinions cut off 1/2 B...? work done 11/2 49.50
6300 3rd pinions cut off 1/2 B...? work done 11/2 94.50
2241 4th pinions cut off 1/2 B...? work done 11/2 33.61
550 Cannon pinions 1/2 B...? work done 11/2 8.25
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No. Part and state Unit cost ¢ Total cost $

340 Minute pinions 1/2 B...? work done 11/2 5.10
1540 Hour wheels B...? 1/2 done 2 30.80
1252 Balance staffs B...? 1/2 done 2 25.04
1100 Barrel arbors B...? 1/2 done 2 22.00
809 2nd (center) wheels finished 2 16.18
90 3rd wheels finished 2 1.80

840 4th wheels finished 2 16.80
200 Minute wheels finished 2 4.00

2049 Hour wheels finished 2 40.98
1089 Balance arbors finished 3 32.67
500 Barrel arbors finished 5 25.00

2000 4th settings 1/2 10.00
1215 3rd bridge settings 1/2 6.07
1200 Cock & foot settings 1/2 6.00
374 Pallets 75 280.50
43 Pallets not suitable for present? drilling 32.25
50 Good forks 2.50

No. Part and state Unit cost $ Total cost $
9 Silver 21/2 oz cases polished to pin up. Estimated 9/10 done 6.65 59.85

25 Silver 21/2 oz cases jointed not sps? Estimated 1/2 done 5.25 131.25
20 Silver 21/2 oz cases part sps? 1/2 done 5.25 105.00
18 Silver 21/2 oz cases in hands of jointer 1/2 done 5.25 94.50
20 Silver 21/2 oz cases turned 1/4 done 4.371/2 87.50
46 Silver 21/2 oz cases ready for turner 1/8 done 3.94 181.24

Estimated 11/2 oz chips to come off the last named 46 cases say 69 oz 1.25 86.25
Chips about lathe say 20 oz 25.00
A very few sweeps and washings about the shop estimated 25.00
Add 69 oz silver in the above for under estimate of weights 86.25

Total value of the inventory $7510.49
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Appendix 2: Record of Watches, Page 1
The following facsimile of page 1 of the Record of Watches (American Watch Company, c1900) was 
provided by the NAWCC library. It was probably derived from The Record, detailed descriptions of every 
movement made in Waltham from 1857 to about 1883 (Watkins, 2009, pages 40-41). It was created to 
enable the factory to make replacements for parts that were not interchangeable.
Page 1 is included here for the following reasons:

(a) From serial number 5501 onwards the watch record shows that movements were manufactured 
in batches of 10 (see page 10). It is likely that the preceding entries summarise production.

(b) The number column states “numbers started with 1000” and this is confirmed by Hawkins 
(1983). Serial numbers 1001 to 2200 are Model 57 movements made by the AWC.

(c) According to Hawkins (Hawkins, 1983, page 22-25) serial numbers 2201 to 5000 were not 
made by the AWC; however, there is one stray movement number 2328, but it is not known if 
this is genuine or an error in Hawkins’s data). 

(d) Serial numbers 2201 to 2600 are listed as not made by the AWC, and Price (2005) confirms this 
gap. However, movements with these serial numbers were made by the BWC (Price, 2005, pages 
60-61).

 Price (2005, pages 45-46) is equivocal but assumes this entry is a “filler” to complete the sequence 
of serial numbers and is of the opinion (with which I agree) that the entry is not significant.

(e) As in (d), serial numbers 2601 to 5000 were not made by the AWC, but they are listed as 
“Dennison, Howard & Davis” with the annotation that “The Dennison, Howard & Davis Co 
finished work on this last hundred.” But the annotation does not make sense, as it is referring to 
a group of 2,400 movements, although it may be stating that the BWC completed movements 
up to serial number 4900. That interpretation is possible as Robbins, from the interrogatories, 
was aware of some movements with serial numbers about 4900 (see page 12).

 These movements are listed as completed between March 1856 and May 1857. However, 
assuming 60 workers, the 2,400 movements would have to be manufactured at a rate of about 
9 man-days per movement, which is about double the average rate achieved by the BWC. 
Consequently, the dates must be wrong.

 Again, this entry is probably a “filler” to complete the sequence of serial numbers. But why these 
movements are distinguished from the group in (d) is unknown.

(e) The watch record reports that three movements with serial numbers 1744, 1747 and 1793 were 
made by Dennison, Howard & Davis. However, movements with serial numbers 1651 to 1800, 
including these three serial numbers, were Model 57, PS Bartlett movements made by the AWC 
(Hawkins, 1983, pages 13-14).

 I think that the only possible reason for these three movements to be listed is because the AWC 
came into possession of them. Either they were left in the factory when Robbins purchased it or 
they were given to Robbins by Charles Rice.
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Appendix 3: BWC, Estimated Cost of a Watch
The following table, derived from the inventory in Appendix 1, gives the approximate cost of a watch 
movement, case and glass. Note that:

(a) Some values in Appendix 1 are vague and/or inconsistent and the table below uses best estimates.
(b) Values for the main and balance springs are not given, presumably because they were purchased. 

In 1880 and in 1897 mainsprings were about 8 cents and balance springs about 2 cents.12

(c) The total cost of the rough movement is about $8.00 including the main and balance springs. 
This figure includes the labour used to make and finish the components. As the raw materials are 
very cheap and labour cost about $1.00 per day, the labour amounted to about 7 man-days.

(e) The inventory values a finished 15-jewel movement at $23.00 and consequently $15.00 was 
spent in assembling, testing and adjusting. As this work was specialised, the labour would be 
about $1.50 per day, and so it took about 10 man-days to create the finished movement. 

(f ) The total labour, 17 man-days, fits the independent estimates given earlier.
(g) The cost of the finished case and glass is about $7.43. The value of silver in the 2.5 ounce case is 

$3.12 and so the labour component is about $4.28, probably representing about 3 man-days.
(h) The total cost of a finished watch is about $30; that is, a little more than a month’s pay for an 

ordinary worker earning $1.00 per day. However, we do not know if this amount is the cost price 
or the wholesale price. 

Part Cost cents Part Cost cents
Frame 42 Lever (fork) 0
Barrel 10 Pallets 75
Barrel cap 3 Pallet jewels 0
Barrel arbor 5 Pallet arbor 25
Barel ratchet 4 Balance 25
Barrel click 4 Balance staff 25
Click spring 1 Roller 14
Mainspring 8 Roller jewel 5
Center wheel 25 Balance jewels 12.5
Center pinion 37.5 Balance spring collet 3
Third wheel 12.5 Balance spring stud 1
Third pinion 25 Balance spring 2

Third wheel upper jewel 15 Regulator 14
Third wheel bar jewel 10 Minute wheel 6
Fourth wheel 12.5 Minute pinion 1.5
Fourth pinion 25 Hour wheel 6
Fourth wheel upper jewel 15 Canon pinion 25
Fourth wheel bar jewel 10 Screws 25c per set 25
Escape wheel 12.5 Dial 200
Escape pinion 25 Hour & minute hands 6
Escape wheel upper jewel 15 Seconds hand 2
Escape wheel lower jewel 10 Case 740

Glass 2.5

12 From an 1880 English catalogue (https://archive.org/details/SilberandFlemingIllustratedCatalogue1880v1/page/n469) 
and from an 1897 Maiden Lane catalogue. It appears that prices were quite stable. The exchange rate was approximately 
£1 = $5 so that one penny was worth about 2¢ (https://www.measuringworth.com/datasets/exchangepound/).


